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Objective

An experience Lead Animator with strong illustration and painting skills. I have considerable 
knowledge and understanding for the traditional medium in both aspects of Animation and Art. I 
am a self-motivated, go-getter and I pride myself on always exceeding expectations. I'm 
dependable and always put forth the extra effort to meet all deadlines.

Skills

Maya, Motion Capture, Adobe Suite, 3D Studio Max, Unreal Engine.

Work Experience

Lead Animator
ABC Corporation  October 2008 – January 2013 
 Designed and developed instructional material for customer training courses that support the 

company technical products.
 Demonstrated and utilizes effective needs analysis, project management, course 

development, and evaluation skills.
 Independently developed entry level and advanced level courses for both internal and 

external audiences.
 Utilized multimedia technology and authoring tools.
 Acted as liaison between Research and Development and Instructional Designer in order to 

determine needs of the course and appropriate method of delivery.
 Developed numerous storyboards/scripts, graphics, and instructions for e-learning productions

team using rapid-development tools such as PowerPoint, Photoshop, and Captivate for use in 
Joint Strike Fighter and other like projects.

 Produced visual solutions to the communication needs of the clients, using a mix of creative 
skills and commercial awareness.

Lead Animator
Delta Corporation  2003 – 2008 
 Established animation pipeline, style and process - Character animation &amp; rig using Flash

&amp; Spine - VFX animation - Flash traditional and Spine - .
 Character &amp; effects animation - VFX animation - Created, innovated and maintained 

multiple animation pipelines - Animated, created, illustrated.
 Sacred Sea beast Cleaned up rough sketches and added in-betweens for the 2D animation 

project.
 Scooter Responsible for a 5 second scene for the 2D animation project Scooter.
 Creating custom text, logo, and original animations for advertisements and kickstarter videos 

Developing brochures and pamphlets for print and web .
 Am currently the lead animator on the upcoming game Sovereign Stories.
 Create rigs, point weight, hand key animate, work with an entry level animator together to 

create animation for bipeds and quadropeds.
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Education

Advanced Degree In Animation
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